Photographing the Intimate Landscape of the
Shaker Lakes: A Study of One Photographer's
Growth
Photography and Text by David Perelman-Hall

Following Our
Inclination
Few nature photographers
have the good fortune to live
pluck in the middle of the
untrammeled wilderness. Most,
myself included, are more likely
through demographics to call a
metropolitan area home.
Though we may reside far from
untouched land, we cannot
help but be just as touched by
the call of nature as those living
in its midst.
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It's not hard to imagine the
emotional complexity that most
city-bound photographers
would feel on a workday
morning, coffee preparations
under way, when the magenta
signal of dawn causes us to
peer out through a dimly lit
kitchen window to nd a
blanket of fog oating among
the neighborhood trees. "Wow,
what a shot!" we think, and
probably only momentarily, as

we put the carafe under the dripper, turn the pot on, and forego thoughts of the camera
for the upcoming demands of work.
These are the principles many of us live by, often shelving the camera because we
believe that a special circumstance like a well-planned vacation to a distant land holds
the promise of "real" nature photography. We could well wait for the coffee on such
mornings, and wonder what the chances are that exceptional scenes like those
currently visible out the kitchen window, about to go unheeded, would repeat for us
during that vacation. In this daybreak time before the commute, the photographic alarm
clock can be buzzing in our veins.
If there is a tract of urban nature nearby, even just a sliver perhaps set aside by a
wealthy benefactor, or left alone due to geography inhospitable to development, the
urban nature photographer needn't completely stopper the bottle of artistic urges.
Ambitions might need alignment with the amount of nature in these smaller landscapes,
but nature there usually is
Near me, the Shaker Lakes region of the eastern suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio typi es
the small tracts of nature found within the inner ring suburbs of major cities. It is made
up of several small lakes chained together in protected natural waterways that spill out
of the higher suburban plateau, eventually owing through public park and cultural
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gardens into Lake Erie. This is where I learned to be a nature photographer, among its
many narrow ecological niches, including forest, meadow, lake, gorge, stream, waterfall,
marsh, eld, ephemeral pool, and riparian zone, all undergoing the full set of seasonal
changes evident in northeast Ohio. Regions along the lakes and brooks support a
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healthy variety of plants and animals undeterred
by the daily proximity of car horns and life- ight
helicopters, and robust enough to survive the
contemporary plight of runoff pollution

Learning To Photograp
When I was ready to make the leap to
photographing with a DSLR, these small arbors,
lakes, and creeks were close enough that I
could easily get in an hour's visit on either side
of my workday commute. They would be an
almost daily proving ground. I understood that I
was not there to capture cloud-capped
mountains, endless seas, deep forests, rolling
ridge tops, or miles of open prairie. I would have
to be content instead with a tract of urban nature
sized such that I could walk completely and
leisurely around its largest lake in under an hour

.
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Over several years––that's right, years––I visited Shaker Lakes weekly if not daily, and
mastered machine, and while doing so tacitly gathered impressions and re ned
concepts of what, where, when, and how to capture the diversity of this natural setting.
At the time I had no notion of building a portfolio or working to commemorate Shaker
Lakes, only of overcoming photographic shortcomings. Without grand vistas, working
from the middle distance or shorter, I discovered the Shaker Lakes anew, not as a skein
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In the beginning, trying to understand how to use my entry-level Nikon D50, I
photographed with the best discrimination I could muster. My photo shoots were selfguided, undertaken without formal training. At rst they were primarily a steep uphill
climb learning to master my camera. I adopted experimentation as rule of thumb, and
engaged in a form of camera play that pitted me against machine––nature itself seemed
like an almost incidental accompaniment––and I shot anything and everything that
interested me. I developed a routine of photographing the parklands then eagerly going
over the results on my computer. My training came from frequent visits to the web and a
edgling ability for self criticism. I couldn't imagine ever needing anything beyond the
"beginner's" camera and lens I started out with

of hiking trails, boardwalks, and
educational sign posts, but as a
living canvas of potential
photographs.
Before long I replaced my 50mm kit
lens with an 18-200mm Vibration
Reduction lens, learned to shoot in
aperture priority, and began to use
manual focus. I gained enough
experience to recognize the limits of
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what my camera
could do, and
moved up to a midlevel camera,
eventually even to a
several thousand
dollar pro camera
body. I started
experimenting with
unusual lenses. I
began to lug a
tripod, tried out
camera movement
and long shutter
and compositing. I
slung two camera
bodies around my
8

neck, and went regardless of weather, wandering the park's trails especially when it was
raining or the trails were covered in snow since that was when I would be most alone in
the park, and could connect most easily with nature
I regularly investigated off trail around the largest of the lakes, noting the
photographically interesting characteristics of it like which stretches of shoreline

.
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revealed the greatest expanse of water. I noted where to go during October mornings or
evenings to get unobstructed views of the water re ecting the fruit-colored leaves of fall
shining from the opposite bank. I knew not only the locations, but which ever-changing
twenty minutes of the morning or evening would put the sun behind me mantling the
opposite bank, appreciative of just how eeting these opportunities were.
Sometimes I canoed the larger lake right before sundown. This was usually met with
incredulity by other park visitors who, watching me haul my canoe off the SUV's roof
racks, wanted to inform me that they believed such practice wasn't allowed. I never met
any of cial intervention. On calm days I sometimes oated quietly upon scenes of
nature that I had rarely before so carefully watched. Canada geese squabbled loudly
over a partner and a patch of water, sometimes feigning attack by torpedoing
threateningly across the top of the water toward each other. Ducks shepherded a le of
ducklings rather proudly between themselves across the lake. Bullfrogs sat so
stationary they were usually overlooked, while boulder-sized snapping turtles did good
imitations of sunken logs.
Great blue herons and night herons hunched on overhanging branches watching
everything closely like stern proctors of the park. Migrating ospreys ranged in rollercoaster-like looping circles around the larger lake, and nally paused and plunged into
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the lake after a meal. Once I came upon one high in a tree top with a bright orange carp
clenched in its st. There were deer hardly shy at all about scampering along the bank,
muskrats pushing mouths full of vegetation just off shore like half-submerged tug boats,
unexpectedly large squadrons of dragon ies ashing around the canoe like randomly
darting cellophane spears, and fox running with single-minded determination down a
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The frequency of my visits meant that I was improving my sensitivity to the abundance
of natural things around me. Nature began to be less an incidental sidebar to the use of
a camera, and more a rightful subject and guide. The notebook in my mind lled up with
topological detail. Though not really my intention, as I gained a naturalist's familiarity
with Shaker Lakes, their wooded tracts, and the brooks draining them, I came to believe
that there really would be
no way to make the
photographs I wanted
without being better
informed about their
nature.
When it was early
spring in the forest, for
example, I noticed
sunlight scattering on
the new-showing
leaves of trout lilies,
and it struck me that it
was necessary for
owers growing on
forest oors to come
out before the spring
canopy over head
could block out the sun.
Over time I learned
where to nd a variety
of spring bloomers, and
loved the challenge and
the result that came
from lying down
carefully among them
and capturing a
powerfully backlit white
may apple blossom
Photographing the
same location over and
over has the very real
bene t of building a deep rst-hand knowledge––think Ansel Adams and Yosemite. Yet it
also brings the burden of nding new and intriguing ways to look at the material. Some
images were repeatable and easy. Others were tantalizingly just out of reach. It was
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path, eventually to disappear into the woods. Once I happened upon a doe cleaning a
just born fawn that was well enough hidden, but bawling loud and plaintive, at the edge
of a cattail swamp

unexpectedly
hard to capture
great blue herons
when courting,
drifting barely off
the ground in a
bizarre mix of
ballet and aerial
combat. For one
thing, on the
scant occasions
when they
tolerated my
presence, the
brush at the bank
was too thick to
shoot through. Its
impenetrability
thwarted me,
always holding
me back from the
necessary view.
As a novice I
tracked back and
forth in the brush,
unwilling to
relinquish the
belief that I could
discover a
clearing, maybe
even nondestructively forge
one, that would let me steady a long lens pointed at herons across the water. But in the
end this proved a fruitless battle, one that I lost and learned from. To this day I have no
pictures from Shaker Lakes of the mating dance of these big herons. Ultimately I
accepted this as circumstance, not as a failure, and capitulated to nature being nature,
holding back my encroachment, because it forced me down different paths, hardening
my resolve to try something new, and because it meant that getting such a picture
would remain a lure to chase after
With years of experience and experimentation, I crossed a threshold of comfort with the
gear when I could manipulate it by touch without having to look at it to nd the controls. I
could set up and adjust my tripod without ever taking my eyes from my intended
subject. By this time I felt that I understood my gear, knew most of the physics and
technique that went into getting the desired exposure, and knew the nature of the
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region. I had seen
and successfully
captured things I
simply never
noticed before,
such as individual
drops of rain held
to the very ends of
pine needles.
I discovered that,
despite this being a
rather con ned
swath of nature, it
was altogether so
natural that it
underwent
constant change,
and when I
expected there to
be the same
beautiful
formations in it
year after year, in
fact there rarely
were.

The Happy
Survival of
Shaker Lake
The Shaker Lakes
themselves came
oh so close to
vanishing, victims
of road-crazy
development. In
1963, during the country’s wild-paced build out of its national freeway system,
Cuyahoga county engineer Albert Porter proposed the Clark-Lee freeways, which would
have slammed through this preserve with two intersecting highways. Porter referred to
the main lake as "a two-bit duck pond," but along with the parkland, large swaths of
swank residential property, including elegant homes in the upper-class suburb of Shaker
Heights, would have been razed. The lakes themselves and their natural drainage basin
would have been swept into concrete culverts.
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Most of this land has been sustained park since the end of the 1890's when much of it
was donated to the public good as parkland by John D. Rockefeller. The 11.7 square
mile upper region, called the Shaker Lakes after Shakers who rst occupied the area in
the 1800's, centers around several small lakes formed when they dammed Doan Brook
in 1826. The brook was named for early settler Nathaniel Doan, and forms part of the
natural drainage basin of the area. Portions downstream from the lakes were quarried
for limestone, and the resulting stone cut-outs and bridgework are still evident
In the 1960's, Shaker Heights, Ohio had the highest per capita income of any suburb in
the country, one of its homes making the posh centerfold of Life magazine, and its
residents were the wrong group of people to pick a ght with. Some of the homes that
would have been demolished included those of Cleveland Mayor Carl Stokes, U.S.
Ambassador to Austria Milton Wolf, and the conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra,
George Szell. An agitated public outcry was rallied against it, and a group of local
activists, spearheaded largely by women living in Shaker Heights, mounted a

.
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passionate grassroots campaign to preserve the Shaker Lakes and keep the
surrounding residential areas intact. After years of political wrangling, public organizing,
and with the supporting voices of the local papers, in 1970 they convinced then
Governor of Ohio James Rhodes to of cially put a stop to the freeways
Defeating the freeway meant there would be a natural preserve within minutes of
Cleveland's eastern suburbs. The Nature Center at Shaker Lakes was formed as a
community resource with the mission to "conserve a natural area, connect people with
nature and inspire environmental stewardship." There is still undeveloped park land
adjacent to Doan Brook. While you won’t nd as much wildlife here as you might in the
Cuyahoga Valley National Park sixty minutes away, the natural scenes that you will nd
might surprise you. It is testament to the reason they worked so hard

Evolving
Beyond the
Gea
To grow as a
photographer,
which is to say, as
an artist, I
understood that
eventually I would
have to push
myself beyond just
the gear. So I
began to wonder
about what was
artistically
essential in the
very best
photography.
What did the
critically
experienced
viewer want to
see, and how
could I make that
happen
I knew that a
camera is a tool in
much the same
way that a fountain
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pen is. And I believed it unlikely that Shakespeare would have written greater work if he
had a word processor. But gear is the literal and physical foundation without which
there can be no higher artistic calling. And gear is hard. It covers a very broad scope of
ideas, and mastering it takes practice over time. I learned to grapple with tripods,
polarizers, lters, lenses and their length. I learned to set exposure values in my various
camera bodies for shutter speed, aperture, depth of eld, ISO, metering, focus point,
color balance, ash balance, and others. Thankfully, after years of near daily endeavor,
I had mastered
many of these to
the point where
setting the
camera itself
was second
nature.
Thus I felt
prepared to
move beyond
what I had
begun to
recognize as
the knee-jerk
"photographic
reaction" that
stemmed from
running around
with a camera
around my
neck. This
reaction was
forged of the
simple and
re exive link I
had made
between sight
and camera,
and which went
something like
the following:
there's
something
beautiful, I
have a DSLR
and I know
how to use it,
so I'll take a
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photograph. Maybe something beautiful will come of it
To evolve I engaged in learning artistic concepts that go beyond the act of using the
camera, and often move into post-production concerns. I studied compositional and
artistic knowledge on top of the knowledge about gear, as though a layer of concerns
predicated on perfect use of the layer of gear. I looked at lots of photographs, studying
how they made use of shape, pattern, repetition, rule of thirds, suggestion, moment,
bokeh, gesture, mood, texture, framing, black and white, vignetting, leading line, color,
grain, story, implication, atmosphere, simplicity, controlling the edges, foreground,
middle ground, background, dramatic back light, texturing cross light, panning action,
freezing movement, combining multiple exposures. The list goes on.
Learning what makes up the artistic list was just part of it––the necessary beginning
part. The next part was trying to understand how truly exceptional photographs made
use of techniques out of this lengthy catalog. I spent a lot of time looking at
photographs, identifying techniques, and speculating on how to go about reproducing
them. I could understand what the techniques were, but it was a different story putting
them into practice in the eld. This involved not only awareness of the technique, but
the ability to recognize a scene in the eld as ripe with potential for using one or more
technique
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Even this was not enough, as I discovered through experience, because the camera
would always "see" the scene differently than a person would, and to achieve the
envisioned potential in the scene meant that I had to nd a way to make up the
difference between my mental vision and the camera's vision. I began to believe that the
real photographic artist was someone who put in the work necessary to take this last
step. This step could
be taken in-camera,
taken in Photoshop,
taken when printing,
or taken when
preparing for nal
distribution, or some
combination of
these
I consumed
inspiration and
knowledge from
online tutorials,
image showcases,
and workshops. The
next several years
were a period of
study and
experimentation in
how to recognize,
use, and combine
these artistic
elements. I
employed them as
interchangeable
building blocks of
the artistic layer,
useful for achieving
artistic results.
During this time I
was as much
interested in making
an artistic image
emerge from the
combination of
camera and digital
darkroom as I was in
being in nature.
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When photographing, I was no longer just looking for subject, but looking for subject in
combination with artistic building blocks. With time, they worked their way into my
technique and its resulting imagery. I was learning how to make a photograph. How to
make it straight out of my mind
When shooting a broader landscape, for example, I approached it as nding and
assembling a set of compositional building blocks unique to landscapes, and maybe
needing the use of the digital darkroom to do so. Contrary to what might be imagined, I
found that the primary subject among the building blocks of a landscape was the
foreground. In landscapes, the entire image literally rests on the lower part of the image,
which is the foreground. This part needs to succeed as a base for the rest of the image,
and be of interest by itself. If I discovered a promising foreground location, I noted it
mentally, and began considering middle and background pieces that would combine
nicely with it. I had enough familiarity with the Shaker Lakes area to take what I saw at
one time and imagine it at other times when the light might be far more interesting

.
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I also found a guided compositional process that helped me with macro imagery. I
realized that what distinguished pleasing macro images for me was when their
backgrounds were a soft blur of color––especially a color that was different from and
complimentary to the subject. I began therefore to approach making them by looking for
background rst, or at minimum, background in combination with subject. I began to
recognize that my style tended toward the impressionistic, and that I wanted imagery
that went beyond documentary coverage, beyond just showing what was there. I
wanted images that were undeniably pleasing to look at, and if I could achieve it,
images which suggested an iconic representation that people of any era would be
moved by.
Overall, I learned the lesson that I could in fact teach myself these artistic principles,
and employ them successfully. Over two or three years of trial and error, the ones I
found truly useful became second nature to my photography much in the same way that
handling the gear had become second nature. This allowed an amazing development to
take place. I was freed from the basic need to think and analyze critically while
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photographing. Instead, I could trust and follow my intuitions more spontaneously (while
inherently employing mastery of gear and artistic technique)

Joining Camera and Soul
I reached a stage where, when I went out to photograph, I did not start with the camera,
and not even with the natural surroundings themselves, but with the idea that there
could be an artistic end product. I could in fact start with nothing more than the concept
of an image. Something I had in my head. Something not yet seen or created, but just
as real. It was there by virtue of priming the creative imagination with relatively constant
study of artistic possibility.
I had discovered what it meant to pre-visualize, to think of an image as revealed by the
eye prepared to see it. By experience and study of well-crafted work, I was prepared to
see imaginatively, to recognize in the natural scenes before me the promise of art. This
to me was the ultimate layer, the in nite conceptual layer at the top of an inverted
pyramid. This upside down pyramid is fashioned at the bottom of a small gear layer, and
in the middle of a large artistic layer. Each higher layer requires the lower ones.
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Without the need to always be attentive to technique and composition, the original
motivations for photographing the Shaker Lakes resurfaced. My evolution as
photographer came full circle, back to nature, to the potential of nature for suggesting
imagery. It now seems obvious that a personal connection with nature would be the truly
lasting motivation. While it still is necessary to exercise full control of the gear, and
employ shape, color, pattern, line, and more, it is, above all, the personal connection
with the natural surroundings that continues to matter most.
I was there at Shaker Lakes so often, in familiar natural surroundings, that it began to
feel like we were having an equal in uence on each other. My approach was to go into
the parklands, nd a beautiful location, often down in a gorge by the babbling brook, put
all my gear on the ground, and become still and absorbing. I would listen, look around,
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I also knew that, by using digital darkroom techniques, it was possible to use the
camera as the rst step, the input step, of a multistep digital process that moves the
image through stages. The digital darkroom is the nal stage of a process that starts out
as a mental concept, moves through a camera's rendering of what was observed, and
nally to a ful llment of an artistic idea that was conceived.

let my mind go free and empty, let time wander, pursue nothing. I would sit alone and
motionless in the depth of Doan Brook's gorge, and not only hear and feel the unending
babble, but in some way feel like I could serve as a photographic conduit for the
timeless reality of that sound to reach the rest of the world's consciousness
I was well past engaging with the parklands as a series of discoveries. Instead, what
was important photographically was not to capture what the place was, but to capture
what the place was about. I would connect my camera to the experience as best I could,
helping to make permanent in as artistic a way as possible the essential aspect of these
experiences.

I have been pleased to realize that over the last half century the Shaker Lakes area has
more or less been left to its own natural ways. Close to the water, the land is still so
overgrown with impassable thicket that the very shore is reachable in but a handful of
locations. This inaccessibility delights me since it gives hope that parts will remain wild,
perhaps as wild as it was nearly fty years ago when I was a kid growing up on a street
that ended at the larger lake. I spent youthful summers there with homemade net
chasing dragon ies through open meadow in the heat of a summer afternoon. I once
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hauled an armload of lumber from the house and nailed a tree fort into the topmost
branches of a large r––a project that would not be tolerated now.
I know it is a feat to continue to preserve such a beautiful area amidst the fast-forward
life of an inner-ring suburb, and it saddens me to think that with time much of the wildlife
that calls this small oasis of nature their home could be squeezed out by society's rush.
There is a part of me that thinks this is inevitable, that short of gating off the land and
turning it utterly over to nature, slowly and inexorably it will be squeezed by heavy use
into a rather sterile plot. The hand of man, while intending well, faces the real prospect
that its owner simply does not yet know enough to succeed as a steward to nature.
Some of the dirt paths that I used as a child are now paved in asphalt. I want to believe
that we can preserve the setting, and it provides me some happiness to make a record
of what nature still has to offer to the willing observer of the Shaker Lakes.
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